
August 15, 2010 

To: Mr. Ted Matley 
FTA Region IX 
201 Mission Street, Suite 1650 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
ted.matley(@fta.ddt.gov   

CC: Mr. Wayne Y. Yoshioka 
Department of Transportation Services 
City and County of Honolulu 
650 South King Street, 3rd Floor 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
wyoshiokaftonolulu.gov   

Richard W. Ubersax, Ph.D. 
41-1013 Laumilo Street 
Waimanalo, HI 96795 

UBERSAXGMAIL.COM   
(808) 259-6895 
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RE: Ce,, ,its 4.4 n iIS R.Q4vitad to Financiz3 Feasibili4 

Dear Mr. Matley: 

Recent reports by FTA 1  and correspondence between FTA and the City2 f 3  

clearly indicate FTA's concerns about the robustness of the last-published 
financial plan for the Project (i.e., Financial Plan for Entry into Preliminary 
Engineering Submittal, August 2009). The FEIS does not reflect these 
concerns, and the City continues to contend that the "the rail project is on 
solid financial footine. 

The Financial Feasibility section (Chapter 7.5) of the FEIS contains 
substantive changes from the DEIS, some of which merit comment. 

Use of FTA section 5307 funOs_trif, 	 'ect 
[From Section 7.5.1 Measure of Capital Financial Feasibility, p.7.7]: 

"The primary source of capital for the Project is the GET surcharge 
revenue. This source will fund more than 70 percent of the cost of the 
Project. The remainder of project funding will be from Federal transit 
sources, primarily from the Section 5309 New Starts pro grim, 
supplemen as necessary by formula Section 5307 funds. While the 
financial plan is balanced, any capital funding shortf,Ils including any 
sh all on debt repayli i incurred from the Ir5uance of bonds, would 
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afgatsjx,,i7-iiumAtaing.AcklitiaiaLatzetums_finautlier  ,35:y21: 
unidentified sources." 

Using Section 5307 funds to finance the project represents a significant 
departure from the DEIS. The downturn in the economy has resulted in a 
downward revision in projected GET surcharge revenues by about $300 
million. The City now plans to offset the GET deficit ("as necessary") by 
reallocation of $301 million of federal Section 5307 formula funds from the 
bus ongoing capital revenues program to the rail program. Although this 
reallocation may fall within the purview of Section 5307 guidelines and City 
Ordinance 07-001 (which states that capital cost and interest for the Project 
"shall be paid entirely from general excise and use tax surcharge revenues, 
interest earned on the revenues, and any federal, state, or private 
revenues. "3,  at a minimum this would violate the intent and spirit of the 
ordinance and would certainly be contrary to what the people of Honolulu 
have been led to believe concerning funding of the Project. The City has 
assured that the bus program will not suffer from this reallocation, but it has 
not been forthright in disclosing that the resulting shortfall in the bus 
program will be made up by redirecting funds from other local revenue 
sources such as property and/or use taxes, or by floating additional GO 
bonds (which are ultimately paid off with local revenue sources). In essence, 
use of local funds to replace the 5307 funds that have been shifted from the 
bus program to the Project is equivalent to spending local-source funds on 
the Project directly. 

Financial Feasibility by City Criteria  

The City's measure of financial feasibility as stated in the DEIS and FEIS is 
whether GET revenues and New Starts funding are sufficient to fund the 
Project. In section 7.5.1 of the FEIS it Is stated: 

"The amount ef ether revenues uired over and above GET 
surcharge and New Starts revenues provides a measure of the 
relative financial feasibility of the Project. Operating costs for the 
transit system as a whole represent an average of 13.8 percent of the City's 
annual operating budget between 2019 and 2030 (Table 7-6). The Project 
represents approximately 25 percent of that amount .'The Prof fxt Is 
financlaYly fealifla based on this measure because It would not require 
additional funding sources beyond the GET surcharge revenues and Federal 
Funds." However, according to the Table 6.4 of the FEIS and the August 
2009 Financial Plan, $301 million of FTA Section 5307 funds (i.e., "additional 
funds") will be used fund the project. By the City's own criteria, a more 
accurate statement would be: The Project if 	finencially feasible 
based on this measure because it would require additional funding 
through reallocation of FTA Section 5307 formula funds from bus ongoing 
capital expenditures to fund the Project. 
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Financial Feasibility by FTA's broader criteria: 

The plan to reallocate 5307 funds to the Project seems to be an expedient 
solution to balance the financial plan, but in so doing, funds from other 
public programs will have to be funneled Into the bus program to maintain 
the existing level of bus service. This will undoubtedly affect the level and 
quality of these other programs. The financial feasibility of the Project needs 
to be judged against FTA's broader criteria of the City's capacity to provide 
funding resources "wittlialii3112.4ctinq other ne-dasslizySitY senicesz (Ref 1, 
p.17). 

The City acknowledges that other revenue sources are hard to find: "any 
capital funding shortfalls ...... would need to be covered using additional 
revenues from other as-yet-unidentified sources" (FEIS 7.5.1). Although the 
August 2009 Financial Plan outlines several potential sources (summarized in 
Section 6.3.3 of FEIS), the FTA Financial Management Oversight Consultant 
has said that "none of these concepts have been developed to the point that 
would allow their reasonableness to be established." (Ref 1, p. 11) 

In the absence of any additional funding sources that do not impact other 
City programs, the City's financial plan must be judged as unsound. 

FTA's assessment of Financial Feasibility  
While the City contends that the Financial Plan is sound, public reports and 
correspondence disclosed by FTA indicates that approval to continue beyond 
PE is tenuous unless the financial plan is bolstered. 

In FTA's letter to the City granting approval to enter Preliminary Engineering 
(October 16, 2009) 3, FTA alerts the City (p.2) that "Some elements of the 
current fInandal plan may not fare well In the stress tests that FTA will apply 
to evaluate robustness [for entry into final design]. These elements include 
the projected revenue stream from the General Excise Tax, the diversion of 
FTA Section 5307 funds from ongoing capital needs of the bus system, and 
the increasing share of the City's annual budget that is required to fund the 
transit system. Were this plan submitted today In support of a request of 
advance the project into final design, its weakness would likely cause FTA to 
deny the request". 

In FTA's "FY 2011 New Starts Financial Assessment" 1 , the Project is assigned 
a Medium rating for the overall "Project Capital Financial Plan" category. But 
It is extremely concerning that a Low rating is assigned to the sub-category 
"Capital Cost Estimates, Assumptions and Financial Capacity" (which 
comprises 50% of overall rating). This low rating reflects FTA's "concerns 
about revenues, debt capacity, and the City's capacity to absorb potentially 
large revenue risks"(p.2). It is further elaborated (p.11): "The major factors 
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contributing to this rating are: (i) material downside risks to the GET 
surcharge revenue forecast, and consequently the inability to cover all debt 
service cost; (ii) no net debt capacity; and (iii) lack of Information to 
substantiate the City's capacity to absorb a material amount (up to $535 
million) of cost risk. In addition to these concerns, bus capital funding - 
clearly needed as evidenced by the relatively old age of the bus fleet - 
depends on a much higher level of Federal funding than has previously been 
the case." 

These concerns are not reflected in the FEIS. To maintain objectivity, 
transparency, and credibility of the FEIS, they should be discussed in detail. 

Competition with other projects for capital funding 

With respect to the City's overall capacity to sufficiently fund this project, 
FTA has appropriately considered other capital needs of the City. FTA should 
be aware of a pending Consent Decree among the City, the United States 
EPA, the State of Hawaii, and several environmental groups. The Consent 
Decree mandates that the City make major upgrades to its wastewater 
collection and treatment facilities at significant cost. The Consent Decree 
was approved by City Council on July 14, 2010, and now requires approval 
by the United States Department of Justice, the State of Hawaii, and the 
environmental groups. The City estimates that upgrades of the wastewater 
collection system will be $3.5 billion (in 2010 $) to be completed in 10 
years, and upgrades of the wastewater treatment facilities will be $1.155 
billion to be completed in two stages by 2024 and 2035, for a total of $4.655 
billion (2010$). The City estimates that the upgrades will be funded by 
increases in sewer usage fees over the next 25 years by 3-5% annually. 
The total cost of the projects in inflated YOE dollars is expected to be over 
$5.6 billion (2% annual inflation rate), and interest expense is estimated to 
be $1.6 billion (3.96% Interest rate). The City administration contends that 
its constituents can pay for both the rail transit and wastewater projects with 
minimal financial impact on their families. 

The gravity of the financial burden can be illustrated as follows: 

Between 2018 and 2025 outstanding debt to fund the project will be 
between $2.5 and $2 9 billion. 

Between 2015 and 2019, outstanding debt to fund the rail project will be 
between $1.1 and 1.5 billion. 

Between 2016-2020, the outstanding debt for the combined projects will be 
between $3.5 and 4.0 billion. 

Needless to say, this $7.2 billion project will severely stress the financial 
resources of the City and its taxpayers. 
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The financial implications of the wastewater projects on the rail-transit 
project and on the residents of Oahu should be disclosed in the FEIS. 

Also, FTA must consickr this major capital program in its next financial 
feasibility assessment. 

Note: a cash flow projection for the sewer project over the period 2010-2035 
based on information released by the City has been included as an appendix 
to this letter. 

C.Qacilaii211 

It is clear that the City has had to stretch to make the financial plan for the 
rail-transit project balance. Without additional "as-yet-unidentified" financial 
resources and the added burden of the setm-l -  and wastewater treatment 
projects, the City's debt capacity will be overextended, it's bond rating will 
drop, and an undue financial burden will be put on its residents. 

It is also clear that the planned extensions to Kapolei, UH Manoa, and 
Waikiki are now unaffordable and in jeopardy. 

I trust that FTA will continue to bring a high level of rational analysis and 
financial scrutiny to the Project as it progresses through the PE stage. 

M , h , lo, 

/C7L-e. 

Richard W. Ubers x, PI-$.D. 

Federal Transit A 	strationi, FY 2011 New Starts Financial Assessment, Honolulu High 
Capacity Transit Corridor Project, Sep fiber 2,2009 
2  Internal FTA Memorandum, "Approval of Entry into Preliminary Engineering: High-Capacity 
Transit Corridor Project in Honolulu, HI"; from The New Starts Team for Honolulu to Leslie T. 
Rogers eta!; October 7, 2 
3  Letter from Leslie T. Rogers (FTA) to Wayne Yoshioka (City), Re: Approval of Preliminary 
Engineering for the Honolulu Hi141 	ity Transit Corridor Project, October 16, 2009 
4  City press release July 16, 2010; 
http:I/www. honolulu.govicscUpubl iccom/h onnews 10/ mayorsetstherecordstraightonrai Iprojectfina 
ncing. htm  
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